Abstract-A structured light binocular stereo vision measurement method was proposed which can be applied to deal with the odometry problem of moving objects in low-light environments such as underwater and enclosed spaces. On the basis of binocular stereo vision system, we use structured light to irradiate the target object. Both the brightness of the object and the feature points' information are increased. The accuracy of feature points' matching is improved in this way. Meanwhile, image correction is used to eliminate the system lens distortion and three-dimensional visual field reduction is achieved based on the matching method of absolute related deviation sum. The experiments' results show that it can measure the distance of the target object and the error is less than 1% which can meet the requirements in application like underwater odometry and topography mapping. Also image noise reduction and edge detection need to be further studied.
I. INTRODUCTION
Stereo vision measurement is a non-contact relatively measurement method which is convenient, reliable and high accuracy. It is suitable for industrial inspection [1] [2] , topography mapping, remote monitoring and other fields, the key technology is three-dimensional imaging, such as laser scanning [3] , binocular vision [4] , structured light imaging, TOF (Time Of Flight) and so on.
In three-dimensional imaging technology, Lang Haitao [5] , who used coded aperture imaging principle to realize three-dimensional imaging, mainly used in measurements such as long-distance and large-scale target of space remote sensing. Huang Hongqiang [6] et al presented a three-dimensional imaging technique based on color-coded structured light which used color as a load and transfer tool. Three-dimensional image information can be gained through analysis and decoding of the color information. Wei Jinsong [7] et al used single-slit streak tube as the receiver of laser three-dimensional imaging which possessed large view field, high frame rate and other characteristics. But it was only applied to long-range target imaging. Cao Sheng [8] et al designed a binocular stereo vision imaging system based on flatbed scanner. Colored stripe can be got by prism and the red, green and blue color filters after the light in spectroscope through optical lens.
The camera can implement three-dimensional imaging by shooting colored stripe.
In this paper a structured light binocular stereo vision measurement method is proposed which can be applied to deal with the odometry problem of moving objects in lowlight environments such as underwater and enclosed spaces. On the basis of binocular stereo vision system, we use structured light to irradiate the target object. The brightness of the object is increased. Also the feature points' information is improved because of linear feature of structured light so as to avoid false matching due to insufficient light. The accuracy of feature points' matching is improved in this way. Meanwhile, image correction is used to eliminate the system lens distortion and threedimensional visual field reduction is achieved based on the matching method of absolute related deviation sum. In experiments, the center of the binocular vision system is set as the coordinate origin. The three-dimensional coordinates of the measured object feature points in view field are extracted and then calculate the distance of the measured object. The experiments' results show that the error is less than 1% which can meet the requirements in application like underwater odometry and topography mapping.
II. MEASURING PRINCIPLE BASED ON BINOCULAR VISION
The Stereo vision measurement system consists of cameras, structured light, the target object and computer. Through casting bunch of strip light on the target object by the structured light and then the left and right cameras do stereo matching according to the characteristics of the target object. Therefore the position relationship of the target object and measuring system can be obtained. Figure 1 shows the imaging principle. represents the distance between the optical center of the lens of two cameras and the focal length is f. The origin of camera coordinate system is coincident with the optical center of the left camera. P right (x right ,y right ) and P left (x left ,y left ) are the images in the two cameras of point P(x c ,y c ,z c ) in space. The ordinate y left and y right are equal to y since the two cameras are on the same level. Figure 2 shows the image of the point in plane XZ. The following relationships hold according to the principle of similar triangles.
XYZ represents the position of the target points in the world coordinate system. The formula 2 can be derived from formula 1 so as to get the world coordinates of the target points. 
The formula 3 represents the converted relationship between the pixel coordinate system and the image coordinate system. 
(u right ,v right ) and (u left ,v left ) denote the corresponding point' coordinates value of the pixel coordinates in two cameras. The key to determine the relative position between the object and measurement system is the extraction of left and right cameras' corresponding point. Extraction and matching of feature points are the major measures to get the corresponding points. The information of feature points can be increased by using structured light in low-light environment which so as to facilitate the extraction of feature points. The method of feature points matching is based on absolute related deviation sum and the matching evaluation function is shown in Formula 5. 
m is the template size. I left and I right are the left and right images. For each pixel in the image, the neighborhoods are selected according to a square of a given size. To judge whether the feature points are the same points, a series of neighborhoods along the same row in another camera are compared with them. The judgment to determine whether they are the same points is the smallest value of J. Figure 3 shows the measurement process of binocular stereo vision system in this paper. Firstly, the cameras grab images. Low-pass filter for image preprocessing is used to eliminate image noise. Transmission transform is followed to correct system lens distortion. Then to extract the edges and features information of the target object uses sobel-edge detection algorithm. Finally the left and right cameras do stereo matching based on the feature points' absolute related deviation sum. At last we can calculate the spatial position of the measured target.
III. MEASUREMENT PROCESSES AND IMAGE CORRECTION
Distortion is inherent in the camera. So it's necessary to do image correction for lens distortion correction for reducing the measurement error. Transmission transform method is used for image correction in this paper and shown in formula 6. a, b, c, d , e, f, g and h represent the transform coefficients. Transform coefficients are inner parameters of the camera which determined by using the calibration template to calibrate the cameras. For a given point in space, the transform coefficients' formula is shown in formula 7. The stereo vision system first extracts the original stereoscopic image. Then extracting feature information of the edge and target object after correction, finally to determine whether they are the same points and the relative position relationship between the target object and the measurement system through stereo matching. 
IV. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS
Experiments have done in order to verify the feasibility and accuracy of the method proposed in this paper. Figure 5 shows environment and apparatus of experiment. The distance between the object and the vision measurement system is measured. Four feature points are randomly selected and their three-dimensional coordinates are acquired. Then calculate the average distance between feature points and the center of the vision. The result getting by steel tape is as a basis for judging the accuracy of the feature point distance measurement. . Images before and after using structured light illumination Figure 7 shows the image taken by cameras before and after using structured light. The measured target edge can be clearly distinguished after adding structured light illumination. It can be seen the measured object can be clearly distinguished edges after adding structured light illumination. The parallax image of view field processed by the method in this paper is shown in figure 8 . The result of the four points' distance measurement is shown in Table I . Structured light is added effectively to reduce the impact of insufficient light and increase the success rate of matching through calculation. The measurement error is less than 1% which meets the measurement needs in insufficient illumination environment.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a structured light stereo vision measurement system that can efficiently extract the measured target feature information in low-light environments. The method mentioned in this paper can effectively corrected lens distortion. The feature point matching method based on absolute related deviation sum can accurately achieve three-dimensional reconstruction. The method said by the paper is able to measure the measured target distance in low-light environment. The accuracy meets the requirement in generally underwater odometry and topography mapping.
